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In this presentation

• OACA – much debated
• FWIW I agree with: It Exists (Probably), It’s Modest (Usually), and the 

Rich Get Richer (of Course)*
• Might the same apply to citations to research articles in policy 

documents?

* Ottaviani (2016) in PLoS One https://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0159614

https://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0159614


What do we mean by a policy document?

• Overton has a broad definition:

“Documents written by or for policymakers”

• White papers, draft bills, reports and guidance from government
• Legislative transcripts from committees or parliaments
• Think tank policy briefs
• Working papers from central banks
• Research reports from NGOs
• Clinical guidelines from health agencies



Educated guess

• Probably not (that we can easily detect)



In general…

• There are lots of different kinds of policy, 
some more evidence driven than others

• Policy doesn’t cite research for the same 
reasons scholarly articles do

• Policymakers don’t necessarily discover 
(or consume) research in the same way 
researchers do e.g. through search

• Being in the right place at the right time 
and who you know as a researcher may 
count for more



Policy citations aren’t scholarly citations

Papers in 2015 % cited by policy, 2015 - 2020

Review of Faith & 
International Affairs

233
29k

2k
116

48

374

2%
7%

23%
30%

37%

45%
Source: Overton.io and Pubmed, October 2020



Straightforward citations do happen

is cited by



But this is common

cites cites

“translation” steps – typically involving 
people closer to the research



What policy data is available?

Overton.io is a database of 3.5M policy 
documents and their citations, linked to 
the scholarly literature, people and 
institutions.



Nat Comms was hybrid before 1st Jan 2016, can we use this fact to help 
account (partly) for differences in discoverability, impact factor etc.?



Assumptions

• We care about being cited in policy at all, not how often we’re cited
• Relevance to policymakers probably wasn’t a big factor for authors 

deciding whether or not to pay for OA
• Nature Communications wasn’t pitching any content to policymakers 

before 2016



Papers in Nature Communications, 2014 & 
2015

Type Count Has policy citation As %

Open access 2,195 96 4.3%

Closed 2,491 81 3.2%

Total 4,686 217 3.7%

• At first glance OA papers might be picked up a little more often 
(P=.04)

• But maybe they’re from earlier in the time period, allowing more time 
for citations



2,195 “same month & year of publication” pairs

Outcome Count % of pairs

OA paper cited more 94 4.2%

Closed paper cited more 50 2.2%

Papers cited equally often 2 0.1%

Neither paper cited 2,049 93.3%

Total 2,195

• For each OA paper randomly select a closed paper published in the 
same month and year to form a pair

• Compare policy citations within each pair



New educated guess

• Maybe, more work required

But…
• How significant is the effect? Are there policy specific confounders?
• Nature Comms content is not very representative of what policymakers 

tend to cite (social sciences, economics & public health)
• Is this just a side effect of OACA? Or something policy specific?
• May need to pick a specific type of policy: clinical guidelines aren’t the 

same as government white papers 



Next steps

• Keen to figure out a better study design! Please get in touch if you’ve 
got ideas

• Overton.io data is freely available for academic research purposes, 
feel free to email at euan@overton.io

Thanks for tuning in!
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